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USA fit for McDonaldland
BY LANCE GOLDBERG
Guardian Managing Editor
After research was completed
for the Page XIII consciousness
expansion movements issue, the
abundance t.nd variety of these
movements in Dayton alone appeared in amazing proportions
Americans, it seems, arc particularly well adapted to the waves «f
consciousness expansion ci.lts,
fads, religions, and philosophies.
As Associate Professor of English James Hughes points out.
"Christopher Cilumbus was the
first to bring the consciousness
expansion movement to America.
America is a product of consciousness expansion."
But. according to Hughes, distinction is needed between what
is popularly conceived as consciousness expanding and scientific advancement. The former
refers to the freedom of mind to
explore other possibilities of reality and to experience different
perspectives of how the individual relates and identifies with
the universe around him. Scientific advancement, on the other
hand, often deals with the more
mundane.
Associate Professor of Religion. Willis M Stocsz feels the
difference is not that great, "but
sciences are more involved with
routine and technical data. The
humanistic, research aspects of
science deals more closelv with
consciousness expansion."
"Columbus." says Hughes,
"is a goad representative (of
consciousness expansion) because he refused to accept the
narrow definition.
"The 1776 revolution and before that, the spiritual expansion
of the Puritans exemplify the
basis of America's trend toward
finding a relationship with God."
Hughes sites Thomas Jefferson as a forerunner of the
American consciousness expansion movement
"Jefferson's
'natural bridge of Virginia' is an
allegorical representation of the
expansion of man's natural potential."
Other leaders, according to
Hughes, include Ralph Walt!"
Emerson "He defined the Am
erican scholar in terms of im(*or-'
ial consciousness- that the rnisi
of the individual is large enough
to contain everything; "Henry
David Thoreau-"By concentrating .in a small art-d a pond
(Waldcj)--Thorcau felt that one
ran rind depth of experience;"
and Emily Dickenson-"She asserted that 'the brain is wider
than the sky
Hughes finds "a parallel in the
American Romantic movement's
assumption that the individual's
subjectivity would find an unlimited scope and the movement's

trend of using concentration to
find expansion.
"Until A Ilea Ginsberg, the
closest thing to a guru in America was Walt Whitman." Bui.
according 'o Hughes, "Whitman
is outside the cult tradition- he is
larger than that He was never
worshipped."
Between the limes of Whitman
and Ginsberg. Hughes feels that
"the movement went out to
Europe, particularly ill the writings of DH Lawrence. He reaffirmed the importance of Whitman."
Through such poems as Song
of Myself, and / Sing the Sody
l U ctric. Whitman speculated on
different conceptions of human
involvement with the cosmos and
what Hughes considers to be the
spiritual foundation of Emerson.
Thoreau. and Ginsberg--"the individual's discovery of the limitlessness of his own imagination."
Presently, the United States
may be revolutionizing consciousness expansion through advanced technology. Dennis Gcchan's article on page five describes one psychic's involvement in machinery through his
"healing shrine"-an electronic
gi?mo which manipulates the
individual's vibrations.
On a broader scope, television
can be considered as a technological aid to consciousness expansion. "The movie Network suggesls that TV could be used for
consciousness expansion." said
Hughes, "particularly with the
announcers relationship to his
audience as a type of guru.
"But television-as far as we
know it- is more mind controlling
than expanding. IV has expanded our informational banks but
this type1 of education does not
have anything to do with what
we're talking about in spiritual
terms."
If TV can be thought of as a
form of escapism then it may fit
in with what Stocsz feels is the
motivation for individuals to join
consciousness expansion movemen's. "It starts from a general
lic.f.an need to escape the ordi
nary."
Stocsz thinks that only a few
people who turn to our contemporary movements and to the
moi- traditional Eastern religions and philosophies arc satisfied. "Some people are not
understanding." says Stocs/.
"the sense of expanding self is
a blind alley. We need an
interplay with regular reality."
Although Stoesz has never
experimented with the current
movements. Hughes has with
Transcendental Meditation (TM)
and reaffirms Stoes/'s attitudes
concerning the necessity of inter-
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of consciousness

play. Of TM. Hughes says "It
made it easier for me to understand the everyday application of
philosophical ideas I had already
studied
"TM was not a waste of
money, although I don't want
this to sound like I'm endorsing
it."
According to both Hughes and
Stoesz the American consciousness expansion movements have
their beginnings in the Eastern
religions. "Emerson. Thoreau.
Whitman, and Ginsberg have ail
read the lipunishads." says
Hughes.
"The llpanishads" explains
Stoesz, "professed the knowledge of Brahman (the great
common being, or oversouli"
and represent one of the earliest
organizations of eastern religions
dating back to 500-600 BC. They
probably had early forms of
meditation before this."
Eckankar. described in Tim
Johnson's article on page 7. is
one of the few modern movements which claim to have foundations in pre-Upanishadic philosophies.
"In approximately 500 BC."
continued Stoesz. "the Bi-'ddha
emerged from Upanishadic tradition and started what we presently call Buddhism.
"Buddhism was spread eastward over Asia by devotees of
the Buddha until it reached
China. China already had its own
organized philosophy in the form
of Taoism which started in approximately the fourth century BC."
By the second century BC,
Taoism began changing from a
philosophical tradition into a type
of occultism which searched for
spells and potions to find immor-

expansion

tality.
A similar fate befell the /
Ching. which, according to
Stoesz, "was written in approximately 1000 BC and delineated
the techniques for communicating with ancestral spirits. Later,
it w as used as a sort of psychology handbook."
But, Stoesz feels that the /
Ching has now become somewhat subverted: "It (the I Ching)
insight into what humans, as a
to solve immediate, selfish problems. It should be used to gain
insig t into what humans, as a
whole, arc."
Two emissaries of consciousness expansion from the east that
Stocsz accredits the trend in
America to are Swami Prabhupada and Alan Watts.
Prabhupada began the Hare
Krishna sector of Hinduism (the
east Indian religion that embodies the Upanishads) in the 16th
century AD. "The Hare Krishna's were developed for the
western man," says Stoesz.
"and was brought by Prabhupada to San Francisco."
"Alan Watts had a great deal
of influence in bringing the east
to the west, particularly in being
abie to translate Zen Buddhism
in western terms,"
Stocsz contends that Waits
may have only had a superficial
knowledge of Zer.. and Americans in general have molded
eastern philosophy to meet their
particular needs.
"Americans are more interested in getting their own selves
freed- not exercising compassion.
We are too privatistie and look to
our modern movements as ways
to succeed and feel better."
In the
same
sentiment.

Hughes points out that "TM
promises more pleasure, an achievement of the unconscious, relaxation of tensions, a key to self
confidence, better sex. and how
to use your full potential."
"America looks for the McDonald's of consciousness raising
experience." claims Stocsz. although he does not think that
the varieties of psychics, gurus
and astrologers arc ncccssaril
bogus.
"About one month ago Swa
Nish Rcyasanada from the Ram
Krishna's visited my eastern
religions class." says Stocsz
"He predicted a person's ham
lines after only a brief encountei
with the person and when w<
compared the prediction with th(
person's hand Revasanda prove*
to be remarkably accurate. I car
accept that the way an individual
opens and closes his hand i:
directed by his emotions ant
character. Over the years, ar
individual's habits in openinj
and closing his hands woult
affect the hand lines."
Mind expanding drugs, accor
ding to Stocsz. are (he culmina
tion of western man s overindul
gencc in the self, and "th«
Asians knew better than to dc
pend on this. The ancient Hindu*
once used a drug called soma- ar
equivalent to our present da;
LSD- but iater gave it (soma
up."
Even though Stocs? feels tha
mind expanding drugs may havt
some validity in exposing new
realms of reality, he sees the
biggest problem in America'consciousness expansion move
ment 's "to get beyond the toe
frcquei.t self indulgence."

G r e e n e sees astrology as relativist's tool
BV DI N.NIS GEEHAN
Guardian Special Writer

plan a preventive clinic with
some an a physicians and is a
member of the Board of Better
Health coo perative, both in Yellow Springs. She also plans to
pursue graduate research in psychosomatic disorders and is currently attending a Transactional
Analysis training group.
Just where the mother of four
finds time to do all of this
remains an elusive answer. The
Guardian approached Greene for
an interview only to find her in
the midst of another endeavor,
dry-walling her home.
"I actually do my readings
formally in my office. Greene
said apologetically. "It's a lot
harder with kids running around
the house and distracting us."
In the course of about one and
a half hours. Greene consulted a
prepared chart based on this
reporter's exact time and date of
birth. The chart was divided into
12 sections like slices of pie. each

representative of an astrological
house.
If current literature is to be
believed, nothing she told me
ought to have comc as a surprise
since. Gemini that 1 am. virtually
anything is to be expected. Yet.
her interpretations of some aspects of this reporter's past were
amazingly accurate, including
family illnesses and conflicts.
Whether or not the reading
was a rote repetition of standard
soothsaying is a matter of subjective interpretation, but at the
very least it was most interesting
and. overall, quite accurate.
"Reading a natal chart is
really quite like reading an Xrav," Greece explained. "It's
not much more than a program
determined at the time of birth
that is pretty much like the tape
they used to run at the beginning
of Mission Impossible.
"It's a program that becomes
(continued on page 5)

If you were to call Linda
Greene an astrologer, you might
be mistaken.
"Actually, I am an astrological
round*' •»," she would argue.
l or l .ii-t-iu- views astrology as a
relativist's tool. Astrology provides additional information to a
person rather than prescriptions
and prognoses.
Greene, at .14 years of age, has
fashioned a business from her
astrological avocation. She is a
self-taught and motivated astrological counselor whose office is
located at 2.10 Xenia Avenue in
Yellow Springs.
"I became interested in astrology
about ten years ago." Greene
said, "and I've done a lot of my
own reading and atttended seminars and various courses learningabout it."
In December, 1969. Greene
started the Ninth House Astrologers with a frier.d who later left j / V tfltlftl&CttSOfcCflbflteftl
the area and who has b c e n | \ /
succeeded by intcrmittant partners on occassion. Eor the mosi
\ s t r o l o g i c a l Books, Services, a n d Supplies
part though, Ninth House is a
one-woman show.
Those who might wonder whether a single person might be
able to provide profound advice
104 B R O W N S T .
with only ten years experience
don't know Greene very well.
DAYTON, OHIO
45402
She received her 3A in psychologv from Antioch College, is ari
avid and articulate painter and
Phone:
Hours:
poet whose interests extend to
(513)224-9040
By Appointment
allied health services as well.
Besides pursuing Ser astrological interests, she is helping to
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Dormancy reA ' i ices excitement f o r Sababu

i a human b"tng," according to
calls himself a "universalis!...a machine full of water with the
Siddha Yogi who is a Master of intention of drowning him." His Sababu And this "sclf-realbation"
is both the drive and goal
Sliaktipat Kundalini." His bio- survival of these and other danTwo years ago the Ghetto's graphy reads like the life map gers are cited as indications of of Karma Yoga, an aspect of the
Yoga philosophy that inspires
Palace in Dayton was the area's otic would expect of a mystic Sababu's mastery of nature.
Spiri'ual transformation recommittment and participation in
leading example of esoteric kinc - since the advent of George Har"service to mankind." (At one
portedly
occured
in
Sababu
when
sis. The institute was a flurry of rison. Jane Roberts and Transhe v a s 18. While teaching at a time, the Ghetto's Palace was
excitement attracting seekers to cendental Meditation.
"Awareness" from much of the
The 37-year old founder and social function, he said. "The listed as a social agency by the
Dayton Social Service Directory).
director of the Institute lias prac- energy that began emanating
Miami Valley and beyond.
But fire and winter have chaniiut the Palace is much less ticed yoga for over 34 years and from me became so powerful that
majestic since its relocation from both claims and receives the ser- my sister's earrings and buttons ged much. The Ghetto's Palace
West Fifth Street last Januar.. vices and attentions of a non- O w off and all present began to no longer overtly extends its hosWhere once there was an ashram denominational following. Saba- weep for joy and spiritual pitality for entire weekends on
vN.- scale of past operations. The
with 40-foot ceilings and glorious bu himself attaches "to no par- change."
Palace has become socially dorFrom that point on. Sababu
ethereal murals housed in the old ticular religion." And the only
west Dayton Palace theatre, ritual one mign; observe is a ' expanded his own awareness mant.
there is now barely a shadow of
the former activity.
The origin?' Palace was gutted
by fire in August 1975 driving
the residents of the Yoga Institute into the basement of the
dated building. As if the fire's
damage (over S50.000) wasn't
.kt yoor
oe J=>
enough, the area's harshest winter burst plumbing in the building during the January cold spell
5jy —
^
and forced the Institute's rccen!
exodus.
Currently located at 1001 West
Grand Avenue in Dayton, the
'Jon'-f ev'fr
Ghetto's Ps.ls.ee Yoga Institute
•/fynq. txCBOSe </ yo(!
has sought the refuge of nearsolitude to mend the past and
AV*V fa* ' f
plan the future. The Institute at
pozeffo
,yov,
one time had as many as four or
ujouldn'i n*{a'
^
f v c classes and lectures daily on
htcK^r- "
various aspects ol Yoga and its
particular philosophy of exis•Me
encc.
*
Hxpanders of consciousness
.low can find solace only in the
icw schedule of activity which
-MA*T£K 3ARA80
ncludei but one weekly gatherng of the faithful on Wednesday
at 8 pm.
Sababu himself was scheduled
through the teachings of masters
The focal point of the Institute daily dose of meditation
in both Eastern ar.d Western to depart the area for several
is a somewhat self-styled former work.
weeks
last month bound for India
philosophical
traditions
with
Spiritual and clairvoyant tendnative of Chicago named Sababu.
and additional teachings by other
The name means " H e that takes encies were Sababu's guardian Yoga the primary vehicle for
masters.
Behind, he has left a
angels in his youth some say. He growth.
ihe Cause upon himself for the
|7-room lair of esoteric hibernaYet this guru is no hermit,
claims to havt been "kidnapped
Divine Reason of the AH" and
tion.
at the age of three, and at about though his furious schedule of
was given to Sababu by the head
Progress has not ceased, it has
the same time, was the object of activity seemingly renders him at
Punjab missionary from India.
gone underground. In the basemost
elusive
times.
"Yoga
means
attempted murder. His babysitSababu (or "Sab" as he is
men! of the new facility, resiter placed him in a washing union with the highest potential
known by many of his students)
BY DENNIS GEEHAN
Guardian Special Writer

Steve (iaskin's
<»aBkin 8 f a r m

•

I

S

dents and followers are constructing new offices while others
manufacture the incense and
ceramic burners the Palace sells
to support itself.
"Right now we're just getting
ourselves back together." said
one of the Palace's 22 residents.
"Later we want to comeout really
good. We weren't even going to
have lectures at all for a while
but decided to have at least one
each week for the people who
were coming regularly several
nights » week before we had to
move."
For the Institute's residents,
the day proceeds with Yoga exercises at 7 am. chanting and
meditation at 7:45-8:30. breakfast at 8:45. and work, more
medi'ition. meals and meetings
of
residents
interspersed
throughout the remainder of the
day.
From its nominal base at
present, the Institute sees the
potential for the return to its
former standard of growth and
service to the community. Plans
include the development of clinic
and counseling center including a
plan for drug and alcohol detoxification through meditation.
Yoga, nutrition?,! guidance, and
an increased log of public meetings. The addition of another
inner city ashram and one in the
rural countryside pose new financial challenges to the expansionconscious Institute*
Outside of revenue generated
from the Institute's incense factory products there would appear
to be little promise for such
ambitious dreams, illusory or
not.
But the dreams of mystics are
sometimes carved with foresight.
And if Sababu's claims of prophesy. IcvitattOii. disappearing
and control of body temperature
and the elements are believable,
one might admit that a return to
palacial stature and spiritual enlightmcnt in the community is
possible.

V

Well life on the farm is kinda laid back...

„.„U.D.I,V7
BY BARBARA LAND
Guardian Staff Writer

^

"Steven knew what I wanted
to know and college didn't." said
Farm paramedic Gary Rhine.
Rhine lives on The Farm, a
1000-mcmbcr. I7t>4 acre community in Summertown. Tennessee with "between ten and 1?
sister communities in the United
States". non-profit corporation
for disaster relief, and flush
toilets on the way. The Farm was
founded by Steven Gaskin.
Gaskin began his caravan during the winter of 1970-71. " H e
told us. 'No welfare, no meat, no
dairy, no anger, no complaining.
and you can go with me."
recalled Rhine.
The caravan increased from
150 people to several hundred.
"By the time we got back to
Tennessee, we felt we'd become
a community." said Rhine. "We
landed here in May 1971."
While confirming that Farm
folk lived in motor vehicles at the
beginning of the Farm settlement. Rhine said most residents
live in houses now. "though it's
possible that there are two or
three busses still, about half of
us live in permanent houses and
half live in houses with tempQr#Q,ropfs.",_
Rhine nested that , aWic Farm

4

°

We're not a commune, we're a
religions community. If you took
away our land, we'd still be
what we are'
buildings have hot and (old running water and AC electricity,
while homes have DC electricity.
Rhine continued that the Farm
ROW hss TV. electric lights in all
rooms, showers, and AM & FM
cassette steieo with speakers.
The Farm buys sugar, margat inc. and some other items
from outside and gets money
from outside jobs, sharecropping. and cottage industries.
Rhine added that the Farm's
businesses include a "lour mill
and a trucking company.
"This is a school in keeping
your relationships really fair and
clean and productive. We're not
a commune, we're a religious
community. If you took away our
land, we'd still be what we are.
We find a practice or job that's
interesting and we get behind it
and push*."

The Farm runs a school on its
property. It covers grades one
through 12 and "it's all legal
with the state...our graduates
can go to college." said Rhine.
To his knowledge, none of the
Farm high school's graduates
have gone io college; "The level
of intelligence expected in college classes is so far below human capabilities that i* m a t e
you dumber to stay around."
Rhine asserted.
"At the same time that Darwin
published, a fellow named Kropotkin also published, and everything that he published says that
cooperation is how animals make
it. He points out that there aren't
any more sabre-toothed tigers,
but the cockroach has lived unchanged for 136 million years."
writes Gaskin in This Seasoi. s
Peopli': A

Book

of

Spiritual

Teachings.

"If you're making love you're
engaged. If you're pregnant,
you're married. Unnatural birth
control and abortion put a scar on
the mind and soul." said Rhine.
"We believe there is enough to
go around."
Betty Payne. Wright State Library's student supervisor at the
circulation desk, visited the Farm
twice in the early 70s,
"I had had my tubes tied, and
they told me that I'd have to get
them untied if I wanted to live
there permanently." said Payne,
who quickly added that she
wasn't told this by Gaskin. whom
she described as " a smiling dictator." The Farm's publications
include The Cooperative Method
of Natural Birth Control, which
ends with a request that the
reader give any unwanted baby
to the Farm for adoption if sfie

•

gets
K e , s pregnant anyway.
any*
"Wc will deliver the baby by
natural childbirth." said Rhine.
"After that, if she still doesn't
want the baby, we will have it
adopted by a Farm family. And
then. if she ever comes back and
has her head together and wants
the kid back, she can have it
back."
"Their attitude about kids got
to me.'' recalled Payne. " I saw a
two-year-old haaging on to her
father's leg while he was talking
to somebody else, and he just
pushed her away. He said. 'Go
away. You're ripping off my
energy.' They just didn't have
time for kids there."
" W e believe in staying in contact with our kids. We have a
baby girl who has been responded to every time she said anything.. You stay in contact with
them, and they don'i grow up
and run away...they'II stay home
and grow their hair long and help
you out...What you're trying to
do is don l teach ths kid to be a
rip-off '' reads Hey Beatnik! Tkis
Is The Farm Book.
Today, visitors may spend two
days at the Farm "in respectful
fashion" and in visitors' quarters. "Anyone who comes here."
added Rh'ne, "hi-, got to get
straight with the gateman. This
,s lite a monastery."
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Tarot, palms, and healing part of Kelly's life
BY DENNIS GEEHAN
Guardian Spcrlal Writer

Someone had told me ihal she
was a witch.
When I met Elizabeth Kelly
and informed her of the reputation she laughed and shrugged.
"My students would be disappointed lo hear that." she said
with an amused look.
Kellv does tead palms and
tarot cards and sponsors heating
sessions in her home Wednesday
evenings. But she is not a witch.
A (»4 year old great grandmother. Kelly ha«, however, developed a formidable reputation,
li seemed as though most psychics the Guardian contacted in
researching this issue had at
least heard of her.
Opening her door to meet me
she was clothed in a long sharply
contrasted black and white gown
with bracelets or imulets on
either wrist. There was nothing
bewitching in her manner though
she appeared a bit miffed that
anyone would want to hear of her
life story.
In my persistence I found a
woman born in St Louis and
raised in Cleveland. Philadelphia
and Washington DC.
It was while living in the
capitol that Kelly had the opportunity to see "and hear Paramahansa Yogananda. author of the
book. Autobiography of a Yogi.

"At IS." she said. I received a
special blessing from him."
Shortly after completing a DC
finishing school for girls aid
marrying Bob Kelly, she lost
contact with Yogananda temporarily but renewed the relationship after publication of Autobiography.
"He was one of the true
saints." Kelly said. "He had absolute central of every muscle in
his body and was truly enlightened spiritually."
With each mention of her
mentor she graciou.ily folded her
iiands in front of her face and
bowed' her head slightly.
Having approached her with
the erroneous idea of witchcraft I
found her nonetheless willing to
demonstrate her skills in tarot
and palmistry. "Shuffle the
cards." she said as she offered
one of three tarot decks. "And
make a wish. Then cut the deck
three times toward you."
During the course of three
such processes she laid the cards
on the table in as many different
configurations and predicted a
future trip, an improved relationship with a woman, and a
change in recent bad luck, among other things.
In addition, she informed me
while reading my right palm and
pulling back on my thumb that I
"must learn to say 'non' more
often," a quality I'm not likely to

cov-t.

The advice was most often
general and optimistic, and very
nearly sounded like a psychic
reader's template. But a return
visit a few days later to speak
with her husband was more

if3i DEATH

£

"Used to be I didn't believe
this psychic stuff," Bob said.
"And I used to be bothered by '
all the people coming in and out
everyday. But the traffic doesn't
really bother me anymore...I've
gotten used to it. And about two
years ago I became a believer
too."
Recalling the incident of agency he noted that a family friend
had visited a group of psychics in
Indiana and was informed by a
woman that an Indian girl was
sitting beside her. When she
looke-l however, there was no
one there. Then one morning at 9
am she recalled the Indiana

been the
ipfor-' but
incident and wondered about the
mysterious nature of the wo- tumor "
On
another
occasio.
man's comment.
a Iccal
dog hit !>• '
- w
"I could hardly believe it."
healed
within three e).
Bob recalled. "She came in and
healing
session
at
which
it
w.
told us about wondering about
•kod by
this Indian girl. And that same the owner that the dog be
morning I had been reading the "remembered." The recovery
paper at breakfast at 9 am. the was reportedly a surprise to the
same time she had thought about veterinarian who had made a
the Indian girl.
dismally fatal prognosis.
"Thai's exactly the time that
Kelly has a stack of letters
Elizabeth had told me thete was attesting to her healing prowess
an Indian girl at the window even and viable advice. And calls
though I couldn't see her. That sometimes come from as far
was the first time I was sure she away as California and New
was psychic."
York.
Marriage to a psychic is not
"People come to me with their
without its shortcomings..."! problems." she said. "Somethink it's kind of funny some- tines I give advice, sometimes I
times." he said. "Sometimes 1 read, and sometimes 1 just listen
think I have to watch what I think because they only need someone
because she tells me what's on to talk to."
my mind. But I get a kick out of
Whatever the method, the reit. Old as I am, I've got nothing sults appeal to a wide circle of
to hide."
•
students and friends. But she
Besides tarot and palmistry.
remains bemused by the attenKelly also conducts weekly lec- tion.
ture and healing sessions, at
"There is no reasonable inwhich 25 or 30 people gather to
tellectual sequence of events in
hear Kelly and to chant. Some
my life," Kelly summarized.
persons who know Kelly said that
"And nothing of real intellectual
a woman with a tumor was cured interest to anyone who might
uncxplainably during the course read your article. The people who
of one of these sessions. Her understand would believe what
doctor was reportedly astounded you say. The people who don't,
at the total absence of symptoms won't."
Understand?
the following day.
Kelly recalled, "there was
even the space left where it had

Dreams help deal with everyday
BY DENNIS GEEHAN
(iiurdlan Special Writer
Reginald Wells is a dreamer.
But. more than that, he is an
active lreamcr.
Wells is currently presenting a
course in dream actualization at
Antioch College during which ho
offers guidance on the subject.
"Using dreams," Wells said,
"is a viable way of dealing with
everyday occurrences."
Passive dreaming according to
Wells involves simply sleeping,
dreaming and waking without
giving much thought to recalling
and interpreting symbols and
images found in dreams. Active
dreaming on the other hand
requires careful reconstruction of
the major events of the previous
night's dreaming and subjective
interpretation of the dream's
meaning.
"The Senois Indians." Wells
said, "used lo gather upon waking and each, in turn, oldest to
youngest would share their
dreams from the night before.
The dreams were used to confront anxieties and fears and the
children were often encouraged
to enjoy and play with their
dreams."
But Wells suggested that in
this society persons are encouraged to view anxieties and
fears from an external vantage
pom, and to avoid dealing with
them directly.
"Dreams are a reiteration of
what's going on in our everyday
lives." he said. "Sometimes
some of the things we missed out
on consciously during the day
show up vividly in our dreams at
night.
"Slovenly people in our culture
haven't learned to use thai nightly information to their advantage
to «ain greater insight into themselves. Instead they seek out
gurus, shrinks, and other professionals when they already have

access to the same information."
Wells has been using information
gleaned from his own dreams in
decision-making and as subjects
for his avocations in poetry and
painting since he was a sophomore in high school.
"It began helping my painting." he explained, "because I
found lhat I could just paint some
of the images I experienced i i
my dreams just as they had
appeared without ar.y interpretation. When I found I could do
this 1 was flooded with ideas for
painting or writing."

pic. a train in a dream might
take on a very different interpretation to a person who had
ridden a train before than for one
who hadn't."
Dream images and their corresponding meanings can varv as
a function of culture and individuals' unique personal histories
but Wells believes that a daily
log will help beginners identify
many of their own dreams' symbols.
Once such interpretation is attempted. manipulation of dreams
i, enhanced.

Rather he maintains. "It is
probably better just to plan to
sleep in on Sunday morning
allowing a few extra hours for
dreaming and a more pleasurable
waking experience."
In his mid-twenties. Wells
notes that daydreaming has decreased since he has been actively participating in his dreams. He
has trained himself to move
around in his dreams to confront
or avoid imaginary situations at
will.
Why don't more persons participate actively in their dream

own dreams."
For some lantasizers there
reamins harsh reality in the
midst of the active dreaming that
Wells encourages. For dreams to
become actualized as a decision
maing tool for personal growth
one must expend a certain amount of effort.
"A lot of people," Wells said,
"are interested in active dreaming but can't deal with the fact
that to get anything done you
have to work. You can't just
dream and have it materialize
without putting some elbow

' A lot of dreams are cruel and
other dreams are used for 'cruising'
or pleasurable experiences.''
About three years ago Wells
surmised t!.at if ('reams could be
used to give indications of what
was going to happen as in the
case of many mystics, then
dreams <-ould reasonably be used
to reassess the day gone past as
a basis for making decisions
about the future.
The key 10 dream actualization
is to develop sensitivity to one's
dreams. Wells' methoU includes
the recording of the main aspccts
of the night's dreams in a log.
immediately upon waking.
"For beginners especially this
is important." Wells said, "because over the space of about
three months we become sensitized to the fact that we have
dreams every night."
The second step involves the
interpretation of the dreams' symbols. Contrary to popular psychothcrapics Weils insists. "I
won't interpret other people's
dreams because they are much
too persona! and the meanings
to images vary too much
between individuals. For e*air.-

"A lot of dreams are cruel and
relentless." he said, "because
we often don't get lo choose our
dreams. There are some that are
just so horrible that we just don't
want to talk about them. These
dreams give us the chance to
confront our fears by going
through with them in our fantasy
life."
"Other dreams." he continued. "arc used for 'cruising' or
pleasurable experiences. There
aren't the limits like gravity that
we experience during the day
and we can learn to use our
dreams to cruise through places
we've never been."
For those who have trouble recalling their dreams Wells suggests that an alarm clock be set
to ring shortly before the normal
waking hour increasing the probability of interrupting a dream
in process. However, this has the
undesirable side-effect of minimizing the effect of pleasurable
dreams converting "a nice quiet
walk in the forest into a race
from hungry lions."

state of consciousness? "People
who are very repressed." he
said, "repress their dreams as
well. But they would be less
hyper in their everyday lives if
they became sensitive to their

grease into making it work. And
that's difficult to understand for
a lot of persons interested in fantasy."
And that's the stuff of which
dreams are made...
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P y r a m i d power the parallel to Bicentennial
BY DENNIS GEEHAN
Guardian Special Writer
Pyramid power. It's the occult
parallel to the Bicentennial
Virtually every shop in the
area that deals with consciousness. psychic phenomena, and
relstcd interests carries some
line of pyramid products.
There arc even pyramids thai
don't look like pyramids, such as
some of physicist Pat Flannigan's
products. Flanntgan has devised
a line of circular discs which he
claims arc mathematical conversions of the pyramid and possess
the same powers.
Just what active properties the
pyramids actually have is still a
matter largely open to debale.
Some claim that placing your
evening meat loaf under a pyramid keeps it fresher longer.
Others claim to get more shaves
from a razor left in the pyramid.
It even increases the potency of
your pot stash according to some
sources.
Empirical evidence of such
claims at (his time appears to be
somewhat sketchy. There are
many rumors, legends, myths,
inexplicable events, surrounding
the current pyramid fad and
concrete repeatable evidence of
their powers is lacking.
But one Dayton resident is
convinced thai both pyramids
and similar classical structures
were employed by ancient civilizations to heal, mend and
strengthen various persons and
objects. His name is Richard
Schwartz, and he believes not
only that he understands the
functions of the pyramid, but
that through reincarnation he has
aided in the construction of
pyramids in prior lifetimes.
"I am one of the elders of the
human race," Schwartz said. "I
have memories of having iived
before. I've worked on the pyramids of Egypt and the ballcourts
of Central America."
Schwartz has an uncanny and
untiring interest in ancient architecture. He has studied the
structures of several ancient civilizations including Greece. Egvpt. Central America, Babylonia. and those of the early North
American Indians.
For Schwartz, consciousness is
"being aware of being aware."
Descartes would smile.
That of which he is aware is a
past that extends into several
previous lifetimes. "1 have been
in touch personally through several lives with the wisdom of the
ancients." Schwartz said, "and
I'm going to reconstruct it in this
life."
Schwartz informed the Guardian that he has recollection of a
gioup of about twenty spirits who
descended to this planet and
occupied the bodies of as many
apelike creatures. "I'm not sure
if this was the first such incident." he explained, "but it
happened a long time ago.'
He believes that the spirits
vibrated at a frequency high
enough to have affected the
physical appearance of the apes
in such a way as 'to produce
humanlike features, thus "accounting for the missing link."
Sesides subsequently working
with the Egyptians, Babylonians,
and Mayans, he also recalls
having been in Purgatory just
prior to this life. "Purgatory,"
he said, "is a place where the
spirit is vitali^d. While there I

Dayton inventor Richard Schwartz and his Shrine of the Living Cross | Robert Paulson photo\
chose as my goal for this life to
be the trulh and the place I chose
to go «as Ihe United States. So
this is where I was born."
The philosophy of Richard
Schwartz is simple. "Speak iruth
and feel love." And in this life,
he says he is attempting exactly
that.
Schwartz's psychic passages
include a recollection of having
used special powers to help
construct the pyramids, and having foreseen as a child a recent
trip he made to Centtai America
That trip led Schwartz to sell
out his two year business Psychic
World where he sold books and
items of psychic interest. While
traveling through portions of

Central America, he visited the
"ballcourts" of Oiicehen-itza in
the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico.
These structures are believed
to h«vc served purposes from
courts for ancient ballgamcs to
healing shrines.
It is Ihe latter alleged function
of the ballcourts that has most
interested Schwartz. "I used to
have dreams as a kid of strange
sounds," Schwartz said. "And
later I even had dreams of the
device that produced the sounds.
When I saw the ballcourts 1 knew
I had found a structure of great
power that used those sounds. In
one dream it had been labelled
'cure for cancer'."
Schwztz firmly believes that

he has found a healing device of
remarkable properties in the ballcourts. And he has fashioned a
small-scale prototype of one
which he plans to explore further
to test its limits in healing.
"Righl now." Schwartz says,
"the shrine is only about a fourth
as effective as it ought to be. My
first working model is not as
exact and efficient as I had
hoped. But Ihe one I build next
will be much better."
That structure is scheduled for
complelion as soon as Schwartz
closes arrangements with a local
church that will financc the
construction on its premises.
"The priniciple of the shrine
will be quite simple." he said.

Mother of 4 becomes self-taught
(continued
from
page
2)
less binding the more aware of
ourselves we become and the
more will we exert in our decisions."
To the astrologer, the chait is
a tool. It has no meaning unto
itself, it is simply a descriptive
tool. The astrologer puts meaning into it from a broader base of
experience and knowledge.
"I am more of a counselor,"
Greene said. "It takes a broad
understanding of other areas like
religion, philosophy, psychology,
and sociology to be a good
astrological counselor. And then
astrology i'self becomes a tool
like other types of counseling
such as TA."
The devices which Green employs in her readings are the
natal chart, progressions, transits. ar.d horary readings.
Natal charts arc her primaryreference point and arc based on
the positions of certain planets
and other heavenly bodies at the
time of a client's birth. From this
vantage point, a person's fundamental predispositions might be
observed and interpreted.
Progressions are the "natural
unfolding of the natal chart."
according to G.eene. They are

based on readings taken after
birth. If, for example, one might
wish to know his or her nature at
the age of 25. a chart of the
plantets' positions on the 25th
day after birth would be consulted. In this fashion she observes
we arc progiammcd within the
first three months of life for the
predispositions of a 90 year
lifespan.
Transits are readings of planets on a daily basis to let persons
know where their program lies on
a given day, while horary readings are those take.i at the very
hour a problem i» presented for
consultation.
"Actually," Greene said, "the
people who come to see me
identify the problem areas for me
for the most part and I find that
the chart usually reflects the
problem quite clearly. If it is
major. I might refer them to
some person or place tor therapy.
But for a lot of persons, the
insight gained from a chart itself
and the counselor's reading #iM
be enough for them *« get a
picture of where they arc and
what they have to do."
Greene believes that ihe popularity of astrelogicil counseling
is attributed to clients' apprehen-

sions of standard counseling
techniques. "An astrologer is
less threatening because the underlying reasons for problems
are often found in the chart. It is
history, already recorded and the
information does not have to be
solicited from a client."
Those who would like to simply
tap Greene's knowledge of astrology rather than have readings
can find some satifaction in her
weekly radio broadcast As Ahove. So Below on WYSO-FM
(91.5) Tuesday evenings from
midnight till 2 pm. The show's
transitive format has included
such topics as the ! thing,
dreams, and other consciousness-related topics.
In addition. Greene instructs

"The shrine can be seen as the
microism of the human and the
energy that heals as the macrism
of God. I've replaced the original
booming heartbeat sound the
ancients used with an electrical
pulse. This energy and the
shrine's structure generate what
we would normally call the Holy
Spirit which dissolves the accumulated burden we carry through
several lives and restores harmonv between the microism and
macroism."
"The theory is now complete." Schwartz assures us.
After 12 yea.'s of research, he
has observed rela'x>nships in
language and alternative philosophies that have led him to
devise a system of metaphysics
lhat is a piecemeal synthesis of
everybody from Jesus Christ to
Eric Von Danneken.
And he has used this philosophy to improve and perfect the
shrine which is based on relationships similar to those found in
pyramids and strongly resembles
a Ftankensteinian apparatus.
C'ynder blocks, granite, and marble shaped into an ovcrlong " H "
figure are arranged in such way
as to allow a person to lie inside
the shrine where overhead heat
lamps and perimeter of low
amperage electrical pulse combine to heal the body by "cleansing its energies."
Whether or not the device
works it has certainly proved to
be the focus of much of the SO
year old Schwartz's own energy.
After 25 years in the electrical
wholesale business. Schwartz believes (o have found a calling in
the development of the perfect
healer
Schwartz would be the last to
lay claim to being any kind of
savior of humankind. He simply
says he is passing on and improving knowledge he has acquired in previous lifetimes. If
the shrine fails to produce, it is
his loss in time and investment.
And if it works...

astrologer
courses periodically at Antioch
College in astrology on somewhat
of an independent-study basis.
If you're looking to mait a
killing on the stock market
though, don't bother Linda
Greene for she is an astrological
counselor, not an entrepreneur or
financial wizard. "My interests
are in counseling, not investments." the said. "Astrology is
just another tool and I can only
use it in the context of my other
interests,"
So Greene. am.d a myriad of
other interests and activities,
confines herself largely to personal readings and those dealing
with relationships or entire families at times, as if that weren't
enough.
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Moonies invite hitch-hiker to dinner...as main course

promising disciples, who are
drawn from 120 communal centers in the US.
Fund raising is a major occuWhile hitch hiking one sum
pation of the foundation, and one
mer I stopped in Berkeley Caliof their most visible projects is
fornia for a brief interlude with
flower selling. You can see them
what appeared to be friendly
selling flowers in many cities,
folks. However, it became apand often thev will only give a
parent that they were not typical
vague answer when asked i K>ut
good folks, but another frc.nt for
their cause, only telling you it is
the Reverend Sun Myung Moon
a Christian charity.
organization.
Moonie fund raisers generate
It began when I came upon a
millions of dollars even, year,
pail' of smiling young people
While
chastity
is
the
rule
in
and
the United Press Interna
playing guitars and singing in
Moon's organization, mairiage is tional reports that one Moon
from of the University of Calipermitted, after meeting Moon's operation has lost its permit to
fornia at Berkeley administration
prerequisites. Marriage is per
uolicit money in New York State.
building. Live music has always
mitted only between moonies.
The Korean Cultural Freedom
caught my attention, and I foulnd
after seven years service to Foundation lost its permit to
the two to be recruiting new
Moon, and with his permission. solicit for charity because ilmost
members for 'he New Education
Frequently Moon marries two none of the money it collected
Development Foundation.
moonies who have never laid went to charity. Of 1.5 million
The two. Jeremiah and Karen,
eyss on each other before the
dollars it collected in the year
told me thai the toundation was
wedding ceremony, performed
ending June 30 1975. only seven
working for peace, harmony and
bv Moon.
percent was actually used for the
spiritual development in the
Even after marriage, it is
stipulated that ncwlyweds live in purposes for which it was colworld. It sounded like a good
sepcrate quarters, remaining lected, said the New York State
rap. They invited me to a lecture
chaste for a time (sometimes Board of Social Welfare.
and dinner laier thai evening,
The president of that foundayears) specified by Moon.
and being a hungry road man. I
Blood relatives of foundational tion is Bo Hi Pak. Moon's perwas only too happy to accept.
family members who attempt to sonal interpreter.
Aristocracy had obviously built
The
Freedom
Leadership
talk their children into coming
the house where the lecture was
Foundation in Washington DC is
home are accused of working for
held. The stalely mansion stood
Moon's lobbying agency. Its apalmost at the top of the hill on foundation bus, and everyone judged for their degree of plia- the devil, and the member's
parenl function is to serve the
Hearst street.
sang along the way. until we bility and ego strength, using the problems are discussed in group interests of South Korea and
A number of other hikers and arrived at the Ideal City site late skils as a test.
sessions.
Parents have hired detectives General Park Chung Hee. Tile
derelicts were showing up for the that evening.
Once, in a prayer circle. I
foundation produces seminars,
ineal also.
The first day of the workshop began a prayer "Dear God", and and deprogramniers to bring
The lecture was of a very '."'gan with calisthenics and prav- was interrupted by the group their children back home, with lectures, and publications in the
general nature, one that would et The breakfast was involved in leader, who said "We only pray varying degrees of success. At capitol as well as more direct
lobbying efforts.
not offend any one of the various a group sing-along.
to Father." I was not told at thr.t ;imes foundational members prePolitical activity is characteristChristian oriented backgrounds.
It was soon discovered that time that father was synono- ferred !ife with the New Eduic of Moon. He actively pursues
The love of God and the need for cach "guest" at the camp was mous with Moon at the founda- cation Development Foundation
a perfect family wcrt most assigned an escort, who accom- tion. which disturbed me, and to life in the world with tlieir politicians, and has been frestressed. Very general indeed. panied the guest everywhere, prayer interruption is not cool blood family, much to their quently photographed with such
men as Senators Hubert HumSongs and personal testimony
parent's chagrin.
even the bathroom. Camp rules either.
phrey and Edward Kennedy, to
interspersed the event, founda- demanded that guests be esPerhaps in some cases being
Throughout the workshop a
tion members referred to the corted at all times, and it was tempo was generated, building to captivated and domesticated by name only two.
"God has chosen Richard
foundation as being their family, explained that it was unhealthy the end, while tiringly rigorous the foundation is preferable to a
Nixon to be President of the
now they had found meaning and
desiring to be alone, and that our activities and lengthy lectures life of dereliction and addiction,
security in I he foundation under
especially if one is unable to United States" declared Moon,
escorts knew their way around. wore on. Everything was de
their Father's guidance. They
who had his followers demonsigned to create a group fervor, a make satisfactory decisions about
There was not a single moment
related tales of sin filled lives of
strate in Nixon's favor with signs
for private reflection or simply sense of belonging and good his or her life. The foundation
drugs, booze. sex. and rink
appears to appeal largely to reading "God loves Nixon' , in
getting
away
from
rigidly
schecause.
music, and finding salvation in
Any attempt to deviate from those who are restless and un- recent history.
duled activities.
the foundation and its concepts
In aadwion to the millions
The workshop quickly moved scheduled plans, or to slip awav happy with their lives, people
A vegetarian meal followed the
produced l>v his unpaid folinto a fast paced program of alone. was discouraged or who arc looking for someone to
lecture, under a picture f f He
lowers.
Moon owns or has major
tell them the answer and take
vcrend Moon. MOOT was never lengthy lectures, singing, prayer, blocked with mental arm twistresponsibility for their lives; the interests in a number of South
•.ports
and
recreation,
and
a
ing.
Occasionally
a
guest
would
mentioned at
ie-rture. but
Korean industries. Among those
foundation waits with open arms.
members of the foundation af- sprinkling of heart rending testi- manage to dump his escort, and
The foundation could be con- are plants producing shotguns,
monials from exjunkies. dope when this happened, the group
firmed him as their leads ' when
heavy
machinery.
titanium,
sidered an orphanage with a redealers who went straight, and leaders became quite disturbed,
questioned about the photo.
ligious leader ben! on capital paint, pharmaceuticals, marble
and
began
almost
frantic
efforts
wayward
women
who
had
finally
During the meal we were enproducts, and publications.
gain at the orphans' expense.
couraged to get to know one seen the light. Guests at the to relocated the mssing newThe 55 year-old Moon resides
After leaving the foundation, 1
workshop were coerced psycholo- comer.
another. It was my experience
became curious about the Moon in a S620.000 25 room mansion
There were places at the rathe;
that the foundation learned quite gically to attend and participate,
overlooking
the Hudson River on
organization.
a bit about its guests, while rather than being merely invited. large camp that 1 wanted to see.
Moon began preaching in an estate called "East Garden".
The lectures tended to be but I was never permitted to get
guests learned very little about
1946, and founded the Holy- A staff of 35 moonie servants
the foundation. Members often rather long, several hours at close to them.
In short, the workshop was Spirit Association for the Unifi- wait on Moon, his wife, and
told me they could not answer a times, without breaks. The talks
cation of Wrold Cnristianlity in seven children.
question, and were annoyed by expounded further the philoso- designed to work newcomers into
In 1974 Madison Square Gar1954. Moon has an estimated
phy of the foundation, how the surrendering their individual imy probing inquiries.
following of two million persons den was filled with a Moon rally
Members of the foundation perfect family was so necessary dentities io the group, and to
after 2,000 moonies were shipped
in 24 nations.
"family" are required to observe for Earth's future. Moon's teach- replace their egos with complete
"The whole world is in my in to plaster the town with
chastity and poverty, and relv ings say that God intended Adam obedience to foundational authohand, and I will conquer and leaflets and posters.
totally upon the foundation (or all and Eve to produce perfect chil- rity.
This spring an expected
subjugate the world" Moon has
Spcst'ng with the Hearst
their needs, even right down to dren to establish the family of
stated as a summation of his 250,000 people will assemble in
making personal decisions for ma as perfect. But. Moon says. street house group leader proved
Yankee Stadium to hear Moon
Satan seduced Eve, who then to be the real clincher for leaving goal.
them. Foundation members must
speak, even though he speaks
Moon moved his headquarters
passed impurity to Adam in the the foundation in the dust of my
work without y.y. commensurate
almost no English. An interpretto
Tarrytown.
New
York,
from
with the "family" system. Many downfall of mankind. Moon says trail. 1 Sold her I needed to talk to
er translates his sermons.
Korea in 1973. An estimated ten
her
leader
before
1
could
make
a
God
sent
Jesus
Christ
to
redeem
of the cult are sent out in work
Of his apparent success. Moon
to 50 thousand disciples of Moon
crews, to return with their w ages man. but died on the cross before decision is important as signing
says "Of all the saints sent by
are in this country and are
wh'ci. are given to the founda- fulf i llitig his purported mission my life over to the foundation.
God.
1 think 1 am the most
actively
recruiting
funds
and
tion. Foundation authority is re- of mating and establishing the She said that would be impossuccessful one."
sible until I had completed a members across the country in
ferred to as "loving and parent- perfect human family.
Credit is due to Berkeley Rice
1 was getting really turned off series of training sessions. every major city and 150 college
al."
for his article Messiah from
campuses.
The house on Hearst street is at this point.
Hminmmmtnn. Then 1 told her
Korea,
Honor thy Father Moon,
The
Moon
orgat-ization
purone of a large network which
The principle lecturer was a Dr that I did not like the psychology
published in the January 1976
extends internationally. Person- Durston. a prison psychiatrist by of their operations. The color im- chased a used Catholic seminary
issue of Psychology Today, from
nel are frequently transferred trade.
mediately drained from her face, outside Barrytown. New York,
which some material was obwhich is used to conduct adamong the network of houses and
The foundation was portrayed she became quite pale and visi'air.ed for this article.
vanced training for his more
differentiated work crews, fund as the closest thing to the perfect bly shaken. She left the room
BV DAVID MCELROY
Assistant lo the Editor

raising operations, recruiting
.amps, and training centers.
Guests at the lecture were
invited to attend a workshop at a
camp near Booneville California,
where the foundation plars to
build the "Ideal City", which
they say will be an international
center. With an adventurous
mind I spent my last 15 bucks
paving the fee for the weekend
workshop, lhinking it might be
interesting.
The trip was made on a

family, which would always provide its brothers and sisters with
all their needs.
The workshops were wound up
with skits performed by the
prospective members who had
been brought there, followed by
a reusing ceremony to welcome
new members who accepted the
foundation
The skits demanded rther complete compliance with the wishes
of group leaders, and it appeared
that the newcomers were being

hastily, saying that she had to
talk lo someone. Fearing a strong
arm tactic, 1 grabbed my backpack ind hit the road.
Those becoming members of
the foundation are more or less
slaves, who are manipulated with
heavy handed emotional tactics.
Several mer.ibvrs of the foundation looked unhappy, but refused
to discuss their feelings and tried
to wear the plastic smile typical
of the foundation.
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Hida n dangers threat to unseasoned meditator
BY DENNIS GLEHAN
(iuardiiui Special Writer
WARNING: CONSCIOUSNESS
EXPANSION CAN BE DANGEROUS 1 0 YOUR HEALTH
Al least that's what Charles
Williams is trying >o tell you.
Williams is founder and director of the Psychic Forum in
Cincinnati. Sincc 1974 he has lectured on consciousness expansion throughout southern Ohio
and Psychic Forum was incorporated JS a non-profit educational organization in 1975.
At j'9. Williams has worked for
7 years as a data processing
manager and 10 years as a
passenger beat captain. Currently h is pursuing
a masters
degree in psychology having
completed his undergraduate
work in fin'.- arts.
He claims to be psychic but
insists there is nothing particularly mysterious about it. "1
didn't even become psychic." he
explained, "until I signed up for
the Silva Mind Control course in
1973."
During that course. Williams
was exposed to lectures on control of the future, causality,
financial growth, and job hunting. But the promises proved
shallow to Williams who insists
that, "after the course I found
that the techniques were black
magic. I could only get what I
asked for. nothing more."
At that point, he developed his
own system of predicting the
future which he will explain for
S50 to individuals and S250 to
groups. His course on Paranormal Experiences and Abilities
consists of eight hours of instruction on meditation, psychometry (reading of objects), prediction. healing, and psychic ethics.
But you won't find Williams
teaching Transcendental Meditation or I'M as it is popularlyknown. "TM is a big fraud."
Williams claims. "A lot of people
arc ending up pretty bad from it.
TM teachers arc brainwashed
into lying to their students that
there are no harmtul effects of
TM but there are."
He charges that TM advertises
a wide variety of msfitrss (a
Sanskrit word contemplated while
sitting quietly for twenty minutes) assigned to ee*-h individual by personality data, but
there are really only 16 mantras
and they are given on the basis
of age. He also claims that
"meditation can bring repressed
emotional information to the conscious level even though a person
is not ready for it."
"In fact." Williams said, "several TM instructors have even
committed suicide :ind I read in
the St Louis newspapers that
there were three counts of fraud
against them."
The Guardian was unable to
confirm Williams' story in calling
the St Louis Globe and Pon:
Dispatch newspapers, although
the February 2 issue of the
National Enquirer did include an
article which made similar
charges.
Miriam Runge. chairwoman of
the Dayton Center for Trasncen
dental Meditation program denied the charges, in part. "Actually I am sure there arc a finite
number of mantras. And the
ones 1 use may not be the same
ones used by another instructor.
The Maharishi (Mahesh Yogi)

personally gives us each our ow n
mantras to teach students."
But Runge would not specify
which elements arc used as a
basis for mantra selection.
"There arc certain criteria we
get from an information sheet
each meditator completes that
give us an objective basis for
assigning a mantra."
And, although she said that
occasionally emotional problems
may incur when "someone will
begin meditating and some block
of stress wiil be released too
quickly." there is a system for
checking meditators on a daily,
weekly and monthly basis for a
full year after initiation. "In
cases where there is some difficulty. the instructor will find it
and attempt to correct it in the
checking process." she said.
Williams, however, insists that
there arc very real dangers invoiced in psychic processes, including the psychic as ctfl artist.
"There are a lot of psychics out
there who arc doing more harm
than good." Williams said. "In
the first place just being a psychic doesn't qualify someone to
counsel or give advice to other
people."
According to Williams a checklist for consumers of psychic

services would include- several
items for consideration.
"if the psychic makes a sales
pitch-$5 for this, but only $15 for
(flit—watcli out," he said. "Forget it. it's a npoff."
"Check with respected friends
of yours to sec what kind of
results they've observed in the
psychic. If they offer guarantees
or total accuracy, they are fakes.
Human abilities, even a psyche's. arc fallible.
"If they offer you curse removal for a price, call the police.
And if they want you to keep
coming back, thev are pri hably
not very reputable because pv
chics can barely ketp clientele to
a reasonable number if they are
really good."
Lastly. "Fame is no indicator
of ability." Williams said.
"Check their ability with specifics. If they can tell someone
what her feelings are about her
husband or vice-versa, they can
tell her what ne looks like too. So
many of them, though, just read
your body language and make
general guesses."
Developing psychic ability is
one of the best "ego trips one
can get into with a 'save-theworld attitude.' " he said, noting
that most persons just need

someone to talk to when they
have problems. "Being a psv.huis no guarantee though that you
can help people."
In fact. Williams is concerned
that often psychic abilities can
harm persons unintentionally if
the prac.icioncr is not careful.
"When you're developed to the
point that your thoughts can
control the future, you have to
watch them -relully." he said.
"Sometimes my thoughts have
caused others mishaps. Once
when I was going to shovel snow
I became angry with someone
nearby and realized that I
thought he was going to fall from
his roof. When I realized what I
«ps doing. I changed my
thoughts it. time and he just
braised his leg."
And psychics themselves arcnot without problems. "What do
you think happens the first time
someone
begins
hearing
voices?" he asked. "People want
to lock you up. And you are more
aware of suppressed emotional
problems of your own or others,
information you didn't want to
know,"
For those -'.nterested in meeting and approaching psychics
with questions or problems. Williams sponsors a monthly open

house for psychics in the area.
Tomorrow night at 7:30-10:30 at
the Holiday Inn South (Spring
boro Rd and 1-75) Williams'
Psychic Forum will host an open
house with a S3 admission price.
Persons who attend will be
able to meet from 12 to 15
pyschies and between 70 to 160
interested parties if past open
houses are an indication. The
gatherings are hosted every second Friday of the month but are
normally located at the convention center.
F.ach psychic will be assigr.ed
a table designed to accomodate
up to nine persons. Some will
give readings, others will talk
about themselves and their experience. at no extra cost beyond
admission.
"This is very informal." Williams said. "There are no pr:~ate
readings given, but they arc
done on an individual basis. This
gives the public a chance to see
what psychics arc like although
to be honest, anyone who claims
to be psychic can get a table
here. The public decides how
good they are. It also gives the
psychics a feeling for the way
they stand to the public."
But. then, shouldn't they alreadv know that?

The ancient science of soul travel is an astral trip
BY TIM JOHNSON
Guardian Staff Writer

Eckankar is the ancient science
of soul travel. It derives its
authority from writings found in
a Tibetan monastery .
"The writings are a collection
of books called the Shariyat-kiSugmad which pre-date the Upanishads", stated ECK campus
coordinator. Richard Edgcrton.
"The writings were first introduced to the United States in
l%5 by an American named Paul
Twitchell who had studied under
the Living ECK Master in India.
When this master w?s translated (died). Twitchell became the
first American to become the
Mahanta or ECK master. Within
every period of time there is a
living ECK master who aids
chelas (students) in finding their
way back to Sugmad (God)", he
added.
Eckankar teaches that in the
beginning Sugmad created different planes or levels of consciousness and experience We live
on the physical plane, "With the
help of the ECK master the
student should be able to escape
his body and travel to the next
higher plane (Astral plane.)"
Once he has mastered travel
on this plane he proceeds to
master the next. The ultimate
destination of all chelas is the
fifth plane which is called the
Kingdom of God". Edgcrton
noted.
"Here the chela is free to
come ' i d go as he pleases and
becomes a co-worker with the
Ultimate Being. At this point he
might even deride to return to
earth and a physical body to
teich other students the way."
The current teacher or Mahanta as he is called is a man named
Darwin Gross. "He took over as
living ECK master in 1971 when
Paul Twitchell was translated,"
Edgcrton *aid.
Do Twitchell's old students
still run into him when they're

travelling out of their bodies?
"Yes. Twitchell's old students
still see him but he refuses to
take on any new students."
Edgcrton noted.
Eckankar really stresses the
immortality of the soul. It teachcs that "arrangements" were
made for many icincarnations
into this life until the pupil finally
escapes physical existence
through soul travel.
So what if a student couldn't
master the technique? "A student should with the help of the
master be able (o leave his body
although it might take years
before the student could do it
alone." he noted.
One Eckist interviewed in the
Washington Post said that he
just "let go" and said "do with
me whatever you want" to facilitate his experience.
Is soul travel dangerous? "If a
student were attempting to travel
without being under the supervision of the master it would be
dangerous." Edgerton stated.
ECK teaches that there is an
"astral cord" which joins the
soul body of each individual to
his physical body. Judco-Christian teaching .alls this cord the
"silver curd". "Anytime this
cord is broken,"he continued,
"you have what would constitute
death. The problem comes in
when a novice has difficultycoming back."
Eckists sec many parallelisms
between Eckankar and Christianity.
They draw an analogy to their
own experience in Paul's viewing
of the blinding light on the road
to Damascus. The light would
correspond to the living EC'K
master presenting himself to a
potential student. The "being of
Light" in the "life after life"
accounts of many clinically
"dead" patients would also be
equivalent to the ECK master.
Eckankar and Christianity split
on the question of sin. ECK
doesn't deal with Ike question of
sin or the guilt of sin. "Eckankar
really doesn't teach anything

Sri Darwin Gross
which would be equivalent to the the Devil? "The being at the top
Christian concept of salvation," of the mental plane is a being
Edgerton noted.
named Kalniranjnan. He is the
ECK teaches the presence of personification of negative force
karma. A person can either have so in that sense is like the
good karma or bad karma. The Christian devil," he said.
objcct is to maintain a balance
Veteran Eckist Gene Rocker
here. "If a person has too much warns the novice about some of
bad karma he will be required to these evil personages in a 1971
re-enter the physical life to re
ECK publication. The Mystic
ceive payment for it. At the same World. He states that these
time, if a person has too much "psychic entities" may cause the
good karma he will be forced to unwary to l.avc a vision or hear
return to physical life to receive an "inner voice' to "bait" 'hem
their rewards," he added.
?nd sec what har;n they can do.
individuals who have died with He adds. "These psychic entities
too much bad karma but are not will not hesitate to lie, or to make
ye! reincarnated into the physical the most exaggerated claims, in
life arc roughly analogous to the their attempts to deceive. They
"demons" of Christianity They will net hesitate to daim that
can be "malignant" personalities they are Spiritual Guides, or
seeking to cause trouble.
God, or even the Mahanta."
Is there an ECK counterpart to
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INDIVIDUALS

Danny Bochm
22 East Nottingham Road
275-7114
telepathy: teaching: reincarnation: numerology, heating:
autosuggestion
Bob Bradford
CO Bo* 37S, Fairfield, Ohio
biorythym: clairvoyance: clairsentience: private readings
Lois Brockett
3809 Wilmington Pike
222-8448
clairaudience: teaching: clairvoyance: clairsentience: psychometry: healing: private
readings
Nancy Hoflmeier
2646 Harrison Avenue #8
Cincinnati, Ohio 45407
reading, palmistry, psychometry. private readings
Joyce Messlck
111 Moock
Southgatc. Kentucky 41071
291-1572
Jerry Lee Menrer
Box 5I5C
Goodwin Schoolhouse Road
Bethel. Ohio 45106
clairaudience: teaching: clairvoyance: clairsentience: private readings
Randall Wade
2950 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio 4.1200
231-1308
biofeedback

hadley, dlfa (daytop.'8 local
friendly astrologer)
Winter's Tower
223-8532-prefers calls 8 am-8
pm
charts: natal, progressed, and
comparative charts: private
readings: beginning and intermediate astrology classes also
available.
Reverend Llla Loeher
8501 Dog leg Road
890-4890
clairaudience: teaching: clairvoyance: clairsentience: psychometry: healing, counseling: private readings

Reverend JR Schroeder
7755 North High
Worthington, Ohio
846-4154
clairaudience. teaching: clairvoyance: clairsentience: mediumship: reincarnation: healing: private readings

Bob Tvndall
2548 Eckley Blvd
W e t Carrolltoi, Ohio
434-0467
biorythym: clairvoyance: private readings
Jan Moore
94B Woolery Road
898-6550
numerology: astrology: palmistry: tarot card: psychic: private consultations
Joseph Caldwell
1557 West Fifth Street
222-8448
clairaudience:
mediumship:
teaching: clairvoyance: clairsentience, psy chometry: healing: private readings

Elizabeth Kelly
1305 Meadow Lane
Yellow Springs
767-2441
tarot readings:
astrology:
palmistry: private consultations
Gladys Allen
7284 Main Street
South Soion. Ohio
513-883-2294
reads coffee grounds
Harold Flnwlck
2421 Oreeda Drive
275-4303
past lives readings
Richard Greener
606-291-7626
trance medium
Theima Goodman
254-4343
reader
Dan Jolty
163 East Herman Street
Yellow Springs. Ohio
767-7946
tarot readings
Richard Schwartz
228-5336
metaphysics
Angle Browning
278-20-' I
astrology
Jeanle
434-0467
mediumship:
numerology:
clairvoyance:
pnychome'try:
card reading: private readings
Don Austin
Germantown
278-5884

1-855-3577 or

SHOPS/SERVICES

Judy's Seventh Dimension
6384A Ole Spanish Village
Plaza
Centerville, Ohio
434-8794
jewelry, occult curios: books
Ninth House Astrologers
Linda Greene
230 Xcnia Avenue
Yellow Springs
by appointment only
astrology: charts
Truth of Shantl
22 East Nottingham
275-7134
books, pipes, candles, pyramid products, games, incense, albums, some used
goods
The Ghetto's Palace
Yoga institute
1001 West Grand Avenue
228-5624
yoga, meditation, esoteric lectures. incense, candles, pyramid products
Astrological Forum
3894 Tomahawk Drive
878-7169
this is not a shop, but a
referral service for charts,
speakers, bookstores, etc: no
charge for referrals, and calls
are taken anytime
Phoenix Books Ltd
295 Brehl
Columbus. Ohio 43223
294-0698
books on astrology: metaphysics: meditation: mailing service available

Kliendell. Inc
New thought ministry resident
center
521 Forest Avenue
222-7777
call or come by anytime
metaphysical religion, various
workshops: newsletter: open
meetings every Wednesday
night 8-9 pn:
Gemini World
Robert & Emma Belle Donat
104 Brown Street
(Oregon Historical District)
224-9040
astrological counseling: astrological <t metaphysical books:
various classe3 and speakers:
pyramid supplies, herb leas:
natural foods cookbooks: in
addition to natal astrology,
gemini world practices <*
reaches cosmobiology, sidereal techniques, uranian astrology, esoteric astrology
The Mountalnti.j)
5928 North Dixie
890-5177
herbs: spices: bookx: pyramid
products: healthcare products:
Egyptian jewelry: albums. original artwork: astrology, acupressure. it hatha yoga classes
New World Booashop
323 and a half Ludlow Avenue
Cincinnati. Ohio 45220
961-9144
The Psychic Forum
Charles Williams
1179 Ironstone Drive
Cincinnati. Ohio 452-50
851-9090
not a shop, the Psychic Forum
is a non-profit organization
founded to teach, demon
strate, and investigate paranormal experiences and abilities

